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Foreword

1. The questions were copied from 2020 catalogue. I can’t tell whether the
lecture changes every semester that much, but I suppose the majority of
questions resurface every year.

2. I can’t guarantee the correctness of the answers. I haven’t been in one
single lecture, however I got 100% on the test. I spent about 16 hours
by compiling this catalogue, which was not that much work (for a whole
semester).

3. There are some questions I couldn’t find any information about in the
lecture slides, so I had to look them up on wiki or google them.

4. At the end there are some questions which I did not answer, because I
was fed up with it.

5. Sorry for eventual typos and such. I did not read it back when I was done.

6. Good luck!
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1 What are the main three 5 10 year future
trends for geosciences by the UN-GGIM?

Not sure

1. Future direction of data creation, maintenance and management:
80% of data produced every day are have a spatial relation. (Everything
happens somewhere)
There are new methods and technologies that allow more data produc-
tion. With the large amount of data one has to be able to manage the
data by the means of Cloud Computing, Open Source, Open Stan-
dards. This allows to link the data to the Internet of Things and which
can be seen as requirement for even more advanced technologies, such as
positioning (especially indoors)

2. Uses of geospatial data: Ubiquitious use might lead to better decision-
making. Such use of geospatial data require appropriate ethical standards.

3. Trends in technology: Location devices will be pervasive data increas-
ingly interconnected emerging provision of 3D and 4D

2 What do you understand by map production?
Please describe the notion map production in
short.

Map production is a process of creating a map or maps. In the process the
authors of the map are facing many different questions. Arguably the most
important question is the purpose of the map. The purpose of the map defines
its key aspects, such as theme, projection and datum output media (digital/print
etc.). Apart from the purpose, one has to take the data and its format that one
tries to represent as a map into account. The authors also have to deal with
issues like symbolization, text and label placement, generalization etc.

3 How would You define SDI?

SDI (Spatial Data Infrastructure) is a mode of communication of spatial data.
The communication does not involve a mere exchange of the data, but rather
the way people think about spatial data themselves, therefore it consists of
technologies, policies and institutional arrangements in order to facilitate
the availability and access to spatial data.
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4 List the main components of a SDI.

1. Technologies

2. Policies

3. Institutional arrangements

4. Spatial data and metadata
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5 Characterize data. What are the main cate-
gories of data features?

Data is a basic building block of information. An information consists of data.
When facing a decision, one can use an information in order to make ’better’
decision, but not data itself. The basic features of the data are:

1. Continuous

2. Categorical

(a) Ordinal

(b) Nominal

6 When working with data, what are the main
activities, the circle of data activities?

1. Collecting data from various sources

2. Wrangling data to make it more reliable

3. Exploring data using statistics and visualization

4. Transforming data to prepare it for modelling

5. Modelling data using the right machine learning algorithms

6. Evaluating data the results of the data models

7 Define geospatial data? What are the main
characteristics?

Geospatial data are data describing spatial objects (items, topographic surfaces,
infrastructures) bound to the Earth’s surface. The spatial description can be
either direct (coordinates) or indirect (relations). Geospatial data have two
aspects: geometry and attributes. The main characteristics are:

� Vector

� Raster

� TINs (Triangular Irregular Network)
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8 What are the main data recording techniques?
List 4 techniques for the production of geospa-
tial data.

1. Investigation

2. Geodetic recording

3. Terrestrial surveying

4. Aerial surveying

9 List three main data distribution formats and
describe in short.

� CSV - Comma separated values:
Tabular data in plain text. Each row represents a record with the attribute
values separated by a comma.

� JSON - JavaScript Object Notation:
Plain text format. The record is described as a JavaScript object which
can be considered as a key-value dictionary, where the key is the attribute
and the value corresponds to the attribute value.

� SHP - Shape file:
The shapefile format is a digital vector storage format for storing geometric
location and associated attribute information. It can store primitive geo-
metric types (point, line, polygon) with any number of attributes. Cannot
store topological information.

� GPKG - Geopackage:
An OGC GeoPackage (GPKG) is an open, non-proprietary, platform-
independent and standards-based data format for geographic information
system implemented as a SQLite database container. The GeoPackage
standard describes a set of conventions (requirements) for storing vector
features, tile matrix sets of imagery and raster maps at various scales,
schema and metadata.

10 What are the main considerations on data
quality?

Depending on the task at hand, we use only an incomplete selection of Earth’s
surface that is valid for the area of interest and moreover only to specific point
in time. It is therefore impossible to generally judge the data as good or bad.
The quality of the data relates to the specific purpose.
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11 What does quality of a dataset describe?

The quality of the dataset describes the quality of the dataset in relation to the
task at hand. There are five parameters of the quality:

� Actuality

� Precision

� Accuracy

� Consistency

� Completeness

12 What does actuality of a dataset describe?

Actuality describes temporal validity of the data. There are three main param-
eters of actuality:

� Entry Date: date of recording or digitizing

� Condition of data: for currently maintained data (cadaster)

� Valid timespan (agricultural vs. geological datasets)

13 What does precision of a dataset describe?

Precision is a measure for processing depth of a dataset. The precision is re-
lated to both geometrical data as well as the thematical data. (e.g scale vs.
granularity of classes)

14 What does accuracy of a dataset describe?

Accuracy defines that correct data exist for the spatial, temporal and thematic
dimension and is opposite of defectiveness of dataset.

15 What does completeness of a dataset describe?

Completeness describes, whether the dataset contains values for the whole area
of interest. Furthermore it describes whether the present data are of sufficient
quality so that the task at hand could be reliably solved. For example com-
pleteness of a aerial imagery is impaired by clouds.
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16 What does consistency of a dataset describe?

Consistency describes the logical validity of a dataset. For example, areas in
cadaster may not overlap or have gaps, the data be valid for specific time span
as well as the parcel number must unambiguously refer to one single parcel.

17 List three main reasons for data heterogene-
ity and describe their characteristic.

� Generalization:
Geodata are recorded for a specific scale. Therefore its detail of elements
is varying for this recording scale. Further simplifications on a dataset
have to be done for visualization in smaller scales. Some actions of gener-
alization that have enormous influence on dataquality are:

– Selection

– Enhancement

– Displacement

� Demarcation:
Geodata, that are represented as points, lines, areas, are very strict in
their recording. Natural borders are often not that strict. For example
mountain range, forests etc.

� Classification:
The classification of real world objects leads to heterogeneous graduation
depending on a map’s statement.A well defined classification of real world
objects may lead to a dataset of higher quality for a broader usage. For
example: Classification for agricultural use cases will differ more classes
(in a higher thematic detail) than the mapping of land use.
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18 What was the driving motor for the WWW?
(the content of the first webpage)

The World Wide Web was created at CERN in order to simplify exchange of
information between different laboratories, who at that time implemented their
own network service structures. The exchange of the information proceeded via
serving hypertext documents (references as ’callable’ links in directly in text).
The first webpage was located at http://info.cern.ch and explained what
WWW should be, how does one get browser and how to implement and deploy
a webserver.

19 What is the main message of the book Weav-
ing the Web by Tim Berners-Lee?

Tim Berners-Lee is the inventor of WWW and founder of the W3C (WWW
Consortium). In his book he states that

� to edit the web is just as important as browsing.

� computers should be used for performing other tasks in the background
as well as connect groups for a better cooperation.

� The Internet should exist as a structured network and not as a hierarchy,
with sole exception of DNS (domain name system).

� Computer scientists take technical as well as the ethical responsibility.

� The future of the WWW is a semantic web.

20 What is the meaning of the semantic web?

The semantic web can be considered as an extension of the WWW where the
internet data are computer readable. This is achieved by structuring the data
on the internet in a way, that a computer can make out, what the given da-
tum represent. For example the <meta> tag in HTML tells the computer what
content a page roughly contains.

21 What are the technological requirements in
order to run the Internet?

To run internet, one has to have several computers, that are connected together
in a decentralized network, so that the connection from node A to node B can
be established either over node C as well as node D. The computers have to be
TCP/IP capable in order to be able to connect to the network. For this there
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has to be institution that assigns IP Addresses and administrates the DNS to
prevent one name being assigned to two different IP Addresses

22 What are the main protocol layers?

� Application Layer

� Transport Layer

� Internet Layer

� Network Layer

23 What do You understand by DNS? How does
it work?

DNS is a service that resolves web server names to IP Addresses. (e.g. google.com
→ 172.217.16.100 ($ nslookup google.com)) The names are classified to ge-
ographical zones (roughly continent-wise) which are administered by indepen-
dent responsibilities. When a client requests a web server by name, the local
DNS looks through its records and if it does not find a match it asks some other
DNS server until a response returns.

24 What are the main components of DNS?

� Domain namespace

� Name server

� Resolver

25 What do You understand by a Top Level Do-
main?

The DNS can be considered as a hierarchy tree. The nodes represent domain
labels. The topmost nodes are called (the highest label) top level domains. The
most commonly known TLDs are the national (.at, .de, eu etc.) and the TLDs
which indicate the purpose of the site such as
texttt.org, .com, .gov etc.
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26 What is a name server? How does it work?

Name server is a application that responds to the DNS requests. An authori-
tative name server is a name server that responds to queries about names in a
zone. There is at least one authoritative name server for each zone which is the
primary name server. The entries in the primary name servers are transferred to
secondary name servers as a back up as well as for distribution of the workload.

27 What is a resolver? How does it work?

Resolver are simple Software applications that are running on a DNS client
and may request information of nameservers and act as a interface between
applications and name servers. The resolvers work either recursively, in which
case the resolver queries other name servers for the name if there is no record
on the local name server or iteratively, where the response is a set of references
to other name servers.

28 What is a webserver and its main opera-
tions?

A webserver is a application which receives and processes HTTP requests. The
HTTP request can request anything from static files, as well as forward to
dynamic resources (CGI, server side scripts).

29 What do You understand by a markup lan-
guage? What are the characteristics?

A markup language is language used for structuring and formatting a text in a
way, so that the syntax of the language is distinguishable from the actual text.
The markup can also add new functionality to the text, when the ’marked up’
text is used with appropriate application (e.g. HTML links in Browser). The
markup is usually written in plain text (ASCII/UTF). The syntax consists of a
mark/tag which has some function/effect on the text and a text to which the
makr/tag applies to. There are two types of markup languages: Procedural and
descriptive. Procedural languages tell the ’compiler’ how to process the text,
whereas the descriptive languages tell the ’compiler’ what the certain part of
the document is.
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30 Please give three examples for markup lan-
guages with their use and a short example.

Listing 1: HTML

1 <h1>Heading of an unordered list</h1>

2 <ul>

3 <li>Foo </li>

4 <li>Bar </li>

5 <li>Baz </li>

6 </ul>

Listing 2: TeX

1 \section{Heading of an unordered list}

2 \begin{itemize}

3 \item Foo

4 \item Bar

5 \item Baz

6 \end{itemize}

Listing 3: Markdown

1 # Heading of an unordered list

2 + Foo

3 + Bar

4 + Baz

31 What are the four principles of linked data?

� Use URIs (Unique Resource Identifier) to denote things

� Use HTTP URI so that these things can be referred to and looked up by
people and user agents.

� Provide useful information about the thing when its URI is dereferenced,
leveraging standards such as RDF and SPARQL

� Include links to other related things (using their URI) when publishing
data on the web.

32 What do You understand by SOA and its
main definition?

Service-oriented architecture is a way of developing services so that the service
can be used by other application components via communication protocol over
a network.
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33 What can You describe with coupling in SOA?

Coupling is the act of connecting more services together for data exchange.
One service produces data and provides them to other service which produces
follow-up product from the data etc. Based on the mode of the data exchange
between the services we distinguish between loose coupling and tight coupling.
Loose coupling uses a general data format for the data exchange, such as XML
or JSON etc. On the contrary tight coupling uses stricter data formats which
limits the possibility to use such service in broader spectrum of applications.

34 How does the main principle in SOA say?
How does it work?

1. The service provider publishes or registers the service in a registry.

2. An application that uses a service has to look in the registry for the service
specific parameters and location that have to be used within the request.

3. A reference for the service (address) is handed over to the application.
This address binds the service to the application.

4. The service is embedded. The application uses service binding and service
specific parameters (mainly gained with GetCapabilities request to send
a request)
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35 How would You define SDI?

SDI (Spatial Data Infrastructure) is a mode of communication of spatial data.
The communication does not involve a mere exchange of the data, but rather
the way people think about spatial data themselves, therefore it consists of
technologies, policies and institutional arrangements in order to facilitate
the availability and access to spatial data.

36 What are the main characteristics of a SDI?

An SDI does contain the data itself, but also the description of the data and
also provides means to access, discover, visualize and evaluate the data. An SDI
connects an application to data therefore playing a role in data collection. This
calls for SDI to work on some kind of standards, so that the SDI is usable in a
broad variety of applications on international scale.

37 List 3 initiatives/programes on SDI in Eu-
rope and describe them.

INSPIRE defines a general framework for SDI for the purposes of the EU,
when dealing with environmental policies or activities. It has come into effect
on May 15 2007. It is based on the SDIs of the EU member states. The
directive addresses 34 different spatial data themes needed for environmental
applications. An INSPIRE Geoportal is being developed in JRC (Joint Research
Center) which allows discovery and viewing of spatial data sets and services. Its
aim is to identify issues related to its implementation and accessing distributed
INSPIRE services, to help towards the development of the operational geoportal.

GMES/Copernicusis a joint initiative of the European Commission and
European Space Agency, which aims at achieving an autonomous and opera-
tional Earth observation capacity. The objective is to rationalize the use of
multiple-sources data to get a timely and quality information, services and
knowledge, and to provide autonomous and independent access to information
in relation to environment and security.

GEOSS (Global Earth Observation System of Systems) is a set of co-
ordinated, independent Earth observation, information and processing systems
that interact and provide access to diverse information for a broad range of users
in both public and private sectors. GEOSS links these systems to strengthen
the monitoring of the state of the Earth. It facilitates the sharing of environ-
mental data and information collected from the large array of observing systems
contributed by countries and organizations within GEO (Group on Earth Ob-
servation). Further, GEOSS ensures that these data are accessible, of identified
quality and provenance, and interoperable to support the development of tools
and the delivery of information services.
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38 What is the main focus of Copernicus? De-
scribe in short.

The main aim of the programme is achieving an autonomous and operational
Earth observation capacity. To achieve its goal, the programme rationalizes the
use of multiple-sources data to get a timely and quality information, services and
knowledge, and provides autonomous and independent access to information in
relation to environment and security. In other words, it will pull together all
the information obtained by environmental satellites, air and ground stations
to provide a comprehensive picture of the ”health” of Earth.

39 What is the main focus of INSPIRE? De-
scribe in short.

The main aim of the INSPIRE is to standardise the SDIs used by the member
states of the EU to enable the states to connect and exchange their own datasets
so that a more comprehensive understanding/awareness of the environment can
be achieved, which can support the decision making in the environmental ques-
tions.

40 What is the aim of the projects GIGAS and
DIAS?

GIGAS (GEOSS INSPIRE and GMES Action Support) aims at a rapid adoption
of standards, protocols and open architectures in support of INSPIRE, GMES
and GEOSS initiatives. The three existing initiatives GEOSS, INSPIRE and
GMES share commonalities, including their focus on environmental policy sup-
port, use of geomatic and geographic information, their Europe- or worldwide
dimension, their reliance on international standards and the advanced Spatial
Data Infra-structures that are needed for their implementation.

DIAS ( Data and Information Access Services) is a collection of five cloud-
based platforms providing centralised access to GMES/Copernicus data and
information, as well as to processing tools. All DIAS platforms provide access
to Copernicus Sentinel data, as well as to the information products from Coper-
nicus six operational services, together with cloud-based tools. Each of the five
competitive platforms also provides access to additional commercial satellite or
non-space data sets as well as premium offers in terms of support or priority.
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41 What is the purpose of DIAS? Describe in
short.

DIAS ( Data and Information Access Services) is a collection of five cloud-
based platforms providing centralised access to GMES/Copernicus data and
information, as well as to processing tools. All DIAS platforms provide access
to Copernicus Sentinel data, as well as to the information products from Coper-
nicus six operational services, together with cloud-based tools. Each of the five
competitive platforms also provides access to additional commercial satellite or
non-space data sets as well as premium offers in terms of support or priority.

42 How can earth observation data be accessed?

If we are talking about Copernicus data, the there are two way two access the
data

� DIAS (Data and Information Access Services)

� CDAH (Conventional Data Access Hub)

43 How do you find datasets in the Internet?

WTF is this question? I google it. Good luck grading this answer.

44 What are datasets for Google?

� A table or a CSV file with some data

� An organized collection of tables

� A file in a proprietary format that contains data

� A collection of files that together constitute a meaningful dataset

� A structured object with data in some other format that you might want
to load into a special tool for processing

� Images capturing data

� Files relating to machine learning, such as trained parameters or neural
network structure definitions.

� Anything that looks like a dataset to you
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45 Please describe the discovery approach for
datasets at Google.

Approach for discovery structured data in web pages about datasets, using either
schema.org dataset markup or equivalent structures represented in W3C’s Data
Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT) format. Experimental support for structured data
based on W3C CSVW (W3C CSV Working Group) is in investigation. Expec-
tation to evolve and adapt the approach as best practices for dataset description
emerges. One can describe additional information about the publication of the
dataset such as:

� license, when it was published

� its DOI (Digital Object Identifier)

� a sameAs pointing to a canonical version of the dataset in a different
repository.

Furthermore one can add identifier, license, and sameAs for datasets that provide
provenance and license information. The same dataset can be part of more
repositories, therefore it is a good practice to reference the the dataset directly.
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46 List the main components of a SDI.

1. Network services

2. Registries

3. Data

4. Metadata

47 List and describe four main network services.

WMS (Web Map Service) defines the Internet-based creation of a map in dis-
tributed geodatabases/geodata-warehouses or GIS. Within the specifications of
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), WMS map is able to visualize raster- and
vector data. The resulting map of a WMS is a simple graphic format.

WFS (Web Feature Service) provides an interface allowing requests for geo-
graphical features across the web using platform-independent calls. The OGC
specification defines GML (Geography Markup Language) as central communi-
cation interface for the WFS.

WCS (Web Coverage Service) provides an interface allowing requests for
geographical coverages across the web using platform-independent calls. Enables
access (read-only) to all kind of arrays, like various geodata (points, lines, areas)
in form of raster or TIN. Examples are data from remote sensing or digital
surface models, meteorological data etc.

WPS (Web Processing Service) is designed to standardize the way that GIS
calculations are made available to the Internet. WPS can describe any cal-
culation (i.e. process) including all of its inputs and outputs, and trigger its
execution as a web service. WPS supports simultaneous exposure of processes
via GET, POST, and SOAP, thus allowing the client to choose the most ap-
propriate interface mechanism. The specific processes served up by a WPS
implementation are defined by the owner of that implementation.

48 What are the main operations of a WMS?

These are mentioned in slides

� GetCapabilities

� GetMap

� GetFeatureInfo

There are more:

� Exceptions

� DescribeLayer

� GetLegendGraphic
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49 What is the result of each operation of a
WMS?

� GetCapabilities - Retrieves metadata about the service, including sup-
ported operations and parameters, and a list of the available layers

� GetMap - Retrieves a map image for a specified area and content

� GetFeatureInfo - Retrieves the underlying data, including geometry and
attribute values, for a pixel location on a map

� Exceptions - If an exception occur

� DescribeLayer - Indicates the WFS or WCS to retrieve additional infor-
mation about the layer.

� GetLegendGraphic - Retrieves a generated legend for a map

50 What are the main operations of a WFS?

� GetCapabilities

� DescribeFeatureType

� GetFeature

� GetGmlObject

� Transaction

� LockFeature

51 What is the result of each operation of a
WFS?

� GetCapabilities - Generates a metadata document describing a WFS ser-
vice provided by server as well as valid WFS operations and parameters

� DescribeFeatureType - Returns a description of feature types supported
by a WFS service

� GetFeature - Returns a selection of features from a data source including
geometry and attribute values

� GetGmlObject - Retrieves features and elements by ID from a WFS

� Transaction - Edits existing feature types by creating, updating, and delet-
ing

� LockFeature - Prevents a feature from being edited through a persistent
feature lock
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52 What are the main operations of a WPS?

� GetCapabilites - returns service-level metadata

� DescribeProcess - returns a description of a process including its inputs
and outputs

� Execute - returns the output(s) of a process

53 Why are registries used in a SDI?

Register are a logical container of structured content for specific use. The reg-
istry does not contain actual information, but gives an overview and links to
datasets. There are two components of a registry service, the register itself and
a organisation model within which, responsibilities and access modalities for
single registries are defined. These requirements start with an registry concept
and have to be solved in the technical implementation.

The registries make it possible for the users and services to find data they
are looking for.

54 How can metadata be classified in SDI and
what is their usage?

Service metadata enable:

� Finding of services

� Service Type

� Request Parameter

� Geographical information

Data metadata provide:

� Information for finding, evaluating and usage of the data

� List of keywords

� Search criteria and key-characteristics

� Spatial and temporal dimension/extension

Metadata must be consistent with the data they are describing.
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55 What does complex mean? How is complex-
ity defined?

When something is complex, it means, that it consists out of many components
and there are a lot of way in which the components interact with each other.
In computational complexity theory, the amounts of resources required for the
execution of algorithms is studied.In information processing, complexity is a
measure of the total number of properties transmitted by an object and detected
by an observer. Such a collection of properties is often referred to as a state.

56 Explain the golden triangle of project man-
agement.

The golden triangle of project management is a model of the constraints of
project management. The constraints are:

� Costs

� Time

� Scope/Complexity

Each of the constraints are represented by an edge of an triangle and the ex-
pected quality of the project is represented by the area of the triangle. Therefore,
to maximize the expected quality of the project, one has to ideally invest into
all of the constraints. This is however not possible, therefore a project manager
has to choose to invest resources into two of the constraints and balance them
so, that the covered area of the triangle is maximal.

57 What are the main stages of process man-
agement?

� Process documentation

� Process evaluation

� Process improvement
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58 Why is supply chain methodology relevant
for service-oriented mapping?

59 When should supply chain methodology be
embedded?

60 What kind of tool will you use to benchmark
IT-components?

61 Describe a balanced scorecard in short. Where
in geoinformation management do you need
it?
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